

**ABSTRACT**

The execution of software involves complex interactions within many different hardware systems. Although many tools exist for profiling software execution, a very skilled eye and years of experience are required for investigating and understanding software execution behaviors. Further, these tools often only collect aggregate information from sources such as performance counters, potentially losing details that may be critical.

To address this gap in technology, my team has been working on visualizing software memory behavior using memory reference traces to provide detailed dynamic performance information. In this talk, I will focus on three approaches. The first approach uses abstract visual encodings, animating event streams so that the user can directly observe the motion of memory between levels of cache. Second, I will discuss a topologically-based approach that finds and visualizes cyclical patterns in the normally linear reference trace as spiral structures expanding out into the time dimension. Finally, I will discuss an approach to investigating the memory behavior of a massively parallel kernel executing within the CUDA architecture. Throughout the talk, I will use these approaches to expose a number of pitfalls found in algorithms commonly used in computing.
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